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Doblin, the innovation unit of Monitor Deloitte, specializes in helping companies anticipate and seize new business opportunities. It is one of the few innovation firms that goes beyond opportunity analysis and portfolio management by also working with clients to generate and build new offerings and businesses. Doblin helps clients set innovation strategy; design, build, and launch innovations; and become better innovators by developing their own signature innovation capabilities, systems, and structures that are specific to each enterprise. Learn more at www.doblin.com.

Bridge by Deloitte is a subscription-based digital platform that helps enterprises connect directly with start-ups, monitor the innovation landscape, and foster new ideas together. It combines the sector-specific knowledge and depth of Deloitte insights with powerful algorithms to scan the innovation ecosystem for start-up partners based on specified criteria. Learn more at www.deloitte.com/us/bridge.
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Executive summary

Silicon Valley has been and continues to be one of the world’s most important centers of innovation and technology disruption. Given the Valley’s nearly unique set of assets—the presence of technology giants, world-class universities, abundant venture capital, and a hypercompetitive yet collaborative culture that celebrates both risk and failure—the Northern California region’s recipe for innovation has rarely been replicated. Large enterprises are increasingly venturing into the Valley to draw upon “outside-in” innovation, but they often stumble due to cultural, structural, and regulatory hurdles. To be able to harness Silicon Valley’s innovation ecosystem to their advantage, enterprises should have clearly stated objectives and direction, as well as a deep understanding of the local environment.
Silicon Valley

An important center of innovation and technology disruption

Silicon Valley has been driving innovation and disruption for several decades, and through the beginning of the 21st century, it continues to be one of the world’s most important centers of innovation and technology disruption (figure 1). The region is notable for its combination of widely available capital and rapid scale-up of commercially viable “intellectual property (IP)”. More than one-third of the 141 companies in the Americas, Europe, and Asia Pacific that grew to a valuation of greater than $1 billion between 2010 and 2015 were located in the Bay Area, a striking testament to the area’s ability to accelerate commercial success. Perhaps for this reason, 61 percent of companies with innovation centers have a presence in Silicon Valley.

The Northern California region’s recipe for innovation has rarely been replicated. Given Silicon Valley’s largely unique set of assets—the presence of technology giants, world-class universities, abun-

Figure 1. Silicon Valley disruptors

Further disruption waves ahead.

Connected cars and autonomous vehicles
Examples: Tesla’s ability to make over the air changes to vehicles, Google’s driverless car project

Alternatives to traditional banking
Examples: Lending Club and Prosper which enable lending between users, Stripe that handles online payment transactions

Digital health and advanced robotics
Examples: Health information platforms like Apple Healthkit, advanced robotics development leading to robotic surgery

Source: Deloitte analysis.
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dant venture capital, and a hypercompetitive yet collaborative culture that celebrates both risk and failure—the massive scale of innovation in the area should not be a surprise.

“Many large, successful companies are creating offices in California’s Silicon Valley to spot big new trends and learn how they can transform their organization[s] in ways they couldn’t otherwise imagine. It’s no longer good enough to wait for change to come to your industry; you need to be out there where it’s happening. And a lot is happening in Silicon Valley.”


TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION HUBS WORLDWIDE

A few other innovation hubs are emerging that share a number of characteristics with Silicon Valley that make them a fertile ground for innovation: New York (for financial technology), Tel Aviv (for security), and Austin (for digital health), along with other locations such as Boston, Paris, London, and Berlin. All of these hubs are characterized by a multitude of start-ups supported by leading academic and research institutions, easy access to venture funds and accelerators, ready availability of talent, and an open, collaborative ecosystem that enables innovation.

Organizations from across the globe are expending a significant and increasing amount of resources to capture external innovation from innovation hotbeds such as Silicon Valley. According to a survey of Silicon Valley-based CEOs, the main advantages of doing business in the Valley are its entrepreneurial mind-set (83 percent), access to skilled labor (81 percent), and proximity to customers and competitors (60 percent). When companies are looking to
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Capitalizing on external innovation: How are large enterprises tapping into Silicon Valley?

Figure 2. Geographic distribution of companies that entered the “billion dollar club” (2010–2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region in the US</th>
<th>Number of companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay Area</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY/NJ</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA area</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

make strategic investments, the Valley provides them with easy access to potential collaborators. Proximity to start-ups can also make the innovation process faster and more efficient.

The movement westward is not limited to companies within a certain industry or geography (figure 3). Be it Nestlé’s small and nimble Bay Area outpost to enhance digital engagement6 or Samsung’s multi-pronged open innovation initiatives in the Silicon Valley,7 companies from all across the globe and in various industries are establishing operations in the Valley.

These corporations are exploring multiple options to access the Silicon Valley innovation ecosystem:

- **Collaborative arrangements** can be set up with players in Silicon Valley’s highly diverse technology ecosystem. These can include licensing agreements for license transfers or fee-based arrangements, as well as project-based partnerships or joint investments. BMW, one of the earlier arrivals in the Valley, has benefited from its partnership with Apple Inc.8 These collaborative agreements could represent specific project-based partnerships or longer-term “big bets.”

- **Corporate accelerators** are being established by companies to nurture start-ups and scout for innovative ideas. Corporate accelerators are similar to traditional accelerators except that, while traditional accelerators focus on amplifying returns on equity investments, corporate accelerators are set up for harnessing innovation.

More than one-third of the 141 companies in the Americas, Europe, and Asia Pacific that grew to a valuation of greater than $1 billion between 2010 and 2015 were located in the Bay Area.
ACCELERATOR ADOPTION MODELS

Enterprises can choose to operate the accelerator in-house, or outsource the accelerator’s operations to a partner such as Techstars, LMarks, or Nest. In the past three years, more than 100 corporate accelerators have been launched globally. Our analysis suggests that roughly half of these accelerators have used a partner to manage their operations. Partners may charge several hundred thousand dollars to set up and run an accelerator.

Companies may also opt to sponsor existing accelerator programs. For example, EMC sponsors SigmaLabs. As might be expected, a sponsorship model gives corporations less influence on an accelerator’s strategy and functioning than an in-house or outsourced model.

Enterprises can utilize multiple models to set up accelerators (see sidebar, “Accelerator adoption models”).

- **Corporate venture capital (CVC)** funds can be used to provide market development support and enable access to technology breakthroughs. CVC funds can be set up as semi-captive funds that are open to other industrial partners, or as captive funds that are wholly owned by the parent. CVC has become an important avenue for outside-in innovation, accounting for 33 percent of total venture capital deployments in Q4 2014, up 20 percent from Q1 2013.

- **Acquisitions** within core and adjacent markets to complement internal organic innovation, in which a company acquires start-ups or larger players in areas of interest, can provide access to cutting-edge technology. Venture capitalists closed 279 deals in Silicon Valley in the first quarter of 2016, and 286 in the last quarter of 2015.

In practice, many companies focus largely on one-to-one partnerships to drive innovation in Silicon Valley. However, while these partnerships may help companies in their innovation efforts, executives may want to evaluate them as a complement to a broader innovation program, going beyond short-term transactional partnerships to take full advantage of distributed innovation.
The benefits of participating in innovation ecosystems

Why should enterprises give up transactional approaches in favor of dynamic, ecosystem-led innovation? The answer lies in the enormous performance pressure companies are experiencing today in an environment that puts a premium on innovation. In a world that is increasingly characterized by technological disruption and a highly volatile demand for new products and services, corporations face the need to be more responsive and agile than ever.

The findings of the 2013 Shift Index study highlight the increasing difficulty of creating shareholder value over time. Between 1965 and 2012, US companies experienced a 75 percent decline in return on assets. Moreover, the average tenure of a company on the S&P 500 has declined from 61 to 18 years over the past 55 years.\(^\text{14}\) In addition, driven by large-scale digitization and connectivity, longstanding industry and market boundaries continue to blur. New cross-industry ecosystems are evolving to enable co-created solutions and to serve markets in ways that are beyond the means of any single actor (or a near-homogenous group of actors). Innovation thinkers, notably John Hagel, have emphasized the importance of such ecosystems, suggesting they provide the most sustained and important benefits to those businesses that create, lead, and participate in them.\(^\text{15}\) This rise of ecosystems is forcing leading organizations to rethink their strategies, business models, operating models, core capabilities, value creation and capture systems, and organizational models.\(^\text{16}\) Companies can no longer expect to succeed while operating in silos.

While multiple waves of innovation have originated from Silicon Valley over the years, the current one is particularly significant because it is driving the creation of ecosystems that cross industry borders. See the sidebar, “Disruption and evolving ecosystems in the automobile industry,” for an example of how disruption in one industry is impacting a wide array of players far beyond companies in that industry.
DISRUPTION AND EVOLVING ECOSYSTEMS IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

Gone are the days when cars were about engines, camshafts, or cylinder blocks. Today, between 10–25 percent of the cost of making cars comes from software. The new Ford GT has 10 million lines of code—3 million more than the code found in a Boeing 787 Dreamliner.

Tesla's ability to remotely make changes to its vehicles and Google's driverless project are leading the next wave of disruption in the auto industry. Silicon Valley players such as Apple Inc., Uber, and Google have been making advances into the automobile space; as a result, most major auto companies (such as Ford, Honda, and BMW) and suppliers (such as Robert Bosch GmbH and Delphi) have established a presence in the Valley to be near the automotive R&D taking place. Toyota, for example, is investing $1 billion in a Silicon Valley-based research company to develop artificial intelligence and robotics.

A recent Deloitte publication, The Future of Mobility, describes how this global transformation of the auto industry has implications for not only carmakers but also an array of players, including energy companies, insurers, mobility fleet operations such as ridesharing services, smartphone providers, sensor technology vendors, health care providers, and even government. The article highlights the need to shift from a business model based on products (in this case, the vehicle) to one based on the mobility experience. The evolving mobility ecosystem presents opportunities to create value for both established companies and new entrants. Network effects will likely drive the formation of specialized ecosystems within the mobility ecosystem, which, in time, will likely consolidate, leading to a strong, concentrated group of platform providers. As in other ecosystems, being the first mover is key to capturing value—think Amazon in online retailing and Google in online advertising—and followers, however fast, often risk being left behind.

Ecosystems are dynamic and co-evolving communities of diverse actors who create and capture new value through both collaboration and competition.
Lessons from successful innovators

FIGURE 4 illustrates Doblin’s Ten Types of Innovation® framework, with examples of companies that have used each type of innovation. It shows how various companies have used each type of innovation in their Silicon Valley-based operations. That said, most successful companies have used more than one type of innovation to drive results. The following case studies explore in detail how two companies have integrated multiple types of innovation to harness innovation in Silicon Valley.

GE: The billion-dollar start-up within a global enterprise

GE considers the “Industrial Internet”—a term coined by GE to refer to the integration of complex physical machinery with networked sensors and software—to be its next fundamental growth opportunity. However, software companies with strong analytics capabilities present a threat to GE, as data feeds allow them to analyze and predict failures. In 2012, GE launched its Industrial Internet initia-

Figure 4. Ten types of innovation: Examples of successful innovation outposts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Profit Model</th>
<th>How you...</th>
<th>Such as...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>make money</td>
<td>LendingClub</td>
<td>Partnered with Google to pilot financing to its resellers, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Business analysts, consultants, and developers in the business process expert community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swisscom AG</td>
<td>Brings winners of its start-up challenge to Silicon Valley for an acceleration program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zappos</td>
<td>Zappos Labs operates in one-week sprints; the Ask Zappos service was completed in only 12 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offering</th>
<th>Product Performance</th>
<th>how you...</th>
<th>Such as...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>employ distinguishing features and functionality</td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>Partnering with Google to develop “smart” lenses to help track blood glucose levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>create complementary products and services</td>
<td>Staples</td>
<td>Its San Mateo-based innovation lab launched a digital wallet in nine weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>support and enhance the value of your offerings</td>
<td>Capital One</td>
<td>Capital One Labs has been aiding digital services with banking APIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deliver your offerings to customers and users</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>60% of holiday season traffic on Target.com comes from mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>represent your offerings and business</td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>Evolving its brand by exploring ed-tech partnerships through RocketSpace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>foster distinctive interactions</td>
<td>AXA</td>
<td>AXA Lab is testing customized emails based on the Hearsay social platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Doblin.
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Figure 5. GE: Forming a start-up within a global corporation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crowdsourcing</th>
<th>Lean start-up</th>
<th>Integrated solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale innovation via crowdsourcing partnerships</td>
<td>Fast and agile approach to innovation (FastWorks)</td>
<td>Evolution into a software and analytics company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Structure**

The creation of GE’s Software Center is an example of a bimodal approach to IT and business that separates digital teams from the main business, thereby enabling the digital unit to operate much faster than traditional business units. In 2015, GE took this concept further by combining all of its technology efforts with the Software Center to form the GE Digital business unit and appointing chief digital officers for GE’s other business units. While GE’s other business units are more downstream or customer-focused, GE Digital has upstream capabilities, including portfolio and product management capabilities.

**Process**

GE’s Software Center embraced “FastWorks”—a fast approach to innovation based on Eric Ries’s Lean Start-Up framework—which was then also being implemented across the broader company. In adopting this approach, leaders were aiming to make GE more agile to shorten the time to market and increase productivity. The FastWorks mode of operation starkly contrasts with GE’s traditional mode, which was anchored on Lean Six Sigma. For instance, historically, products were kept hidden until their release; now, customers are part of a product’s evolution. As Kevin Nolan, vice president of technology for GE Appliances, put it, “With FastWorks, we’re learning that speed is our competitive advantage. How do we become much more open and collaborative with the customer base? You can’t do that if you want to be secretive.” To overcome organizational resistance to the new approach, GE started by working with business units, such as the Software Center and later GE Digital, that were willing to adopt the agile methodology; this then created a ripple effect across the organization.

**Network**

GE Digital has internal capabilities in software and analytics, but relies on partners for system integration and change management. Its strategy is to drive
a horizontal platform through partnering and ecosystems. GE has also established an open innovation manifesto and has been launching a variety of related initiatives, including open innovation challenges that allow global communities to share ideas, proposals, and technologies to complement internal R&D. Such partnerships allow GE to extend its innovation capabilities by tapping into a wider ecosystem of ideas and talent.

PRODUCT SYSTEM

Through GE Digital, GE is expanding its product system beyond industrial products to include software and analytics. Even as far back as 2011, GE CEO Jeff Immelt declared that GE needed to evolve into a software and analytics company or risk being commoditized by digitally enabled competitors. In the words of Marco Annunziata, chief economist at GE, “We’re no longer selling customers just a jet engine, a locomotive, or a wind turbine; we’re bringing data and actionable solutions along with the hardware to reduce costs and improve performance.”

BRAND

GE Digital faced the typical challenges that any start-up would encounter, and one of them was talent. While headcount targets for its software center were aggressive, brand recognition of GE’s software was a huge challenge: 90 percent of recruits were not aware of a software group within GE. GE hired a talent acquisition leader and made some policy and compensation revisions to stay competitive in the technology space. More recently, with the launch of GE Digital, CEO Jeffrey Immelt announced that the unit was aiming to be a “top 10 software company by 2020.”

RESULTS

GE’s portfolio steadily grew from 10 to 24 to 40 software and services offerings in 2014. GE Digital’s 2015 revenue was $5 billion, 22 percent greater than in the previous year. The company has plans to triple GE Digital’s revenue by 2020.

BMW: Transforming from a car manufacturer to a mobility provider

BMW has been evolving into a provider of fully integrated premium mobility solutions, and it aspires to lead the industry with its vision of sustainable

---

**Figure 6. BMW: Transforming from a car manufacturer to a mobility provider**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>iVentures</th>
<th>Success measures</th>
<th>Sustained mobility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grow ecosystem through strategic investments</td>
<td>Base measures of success on adoption</td>
<td>Differentiate as a leading premium provider of individual mobility services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Integrate with mother ship**
  - Rotate employees between outpost and headquarters

- **The BMW i sub-brand**
  - Think beyond the steering wheel by reimagining mobility

Source: Doblin.
This vision is represented by the BMW i brand, which includes electric vehicles and mobility services. To this end, BMW’s Silicon Valley facility has a mandate of imagining how emerging technologies can be applied to the future of automobiles. The Palo Alto staff acts as BMW’s future scan system, sensing developments in the Valley and attending conferences, networking events, and technology fairs to identify emerging technologies that impact the automobile industry.

BMW’s Silicon Valley center embodies multiple types of innovation (figure 6):

**STRUCTURE**

Satellite outposts very often face the “not invented here” barrier when trying to disseminate new ideas throughout the company. Companies like BMW, however, ensure that the ideas generated by the satellite group are socialized through the rest of the company. Members of the Silicon Valley-based research group spend two to three years in Germany so that they can relay ideas back to headquarters, and staff from Germany, ranging from engineers to executives, regularly visit the Valley office. This rotation helps encourage those who return to headquarters to become champions for new ideas being developed in the Silicon Valley outpost.

**PROCESS**

While the Silicon Valley center is expected to deliver disruption, it does more than blue-sky thinking. Success is measured not only by the number of interesting discoveries, but also by the adoption of emerging technologies in future designs. Tying the success of innovation to adoption has helped BMW integrate emerging technologies into its automobiles.

**NETWORK**

BMW created a $100 million venture capital fund called BMW i Ventures to reinforce BMW i’s strategy of offering premium mobility services. The fund has invested in start-ups such as Life360, MyCityWay, JustPark, ChargePoint, and ChargeMaster.

**SERVICE**

BMW i has focused heavily on sustained mobility along with electric and hybrid cars. i Ventures relies on both internal and external innovation efforts to develop these services, which include car-dependent mobility (BMW Apps), car-related mobility (ChargeNow, a service to quickly locate and charge cars), and car-independent mobility (ParkatmyHouse, an online parking marketplace). Besides integrated mobility solutions, the company also offers “flexible usage-based” consumption services. BMW i’s carsharing service, DriveNow, allows users to rent cars very flexibly, when and where they need them; its motto is “Pick up anywhere, drop off anywhere.”

**BRAND**

The BMW i family has strengthened the company’s image as an industry-leading innovator and opened up new customer segments for the group. Silicon Valley is not just a catalyst for ideas, but also an important market for the BMW i family: “We will sell a lot of i3 and i8 cars in the San Francisco Bay Area,” the CEO of BMW of North America said. The creation of the new sub-brand is providing BMW with the much-needed “technology halo” needed to compete with the Silicon Valley upstart Tesla Motors.

**RESULTS**

BMW is continuously expanding its footprint of mobility services. According to the company’s 2014 annual report, 95 percent of all new vehicles in the BMW fleet are equipped with an integrated SIM card. By the end of 2014, close to 390,000 customers were registered with DriveNow.
Challenges and risks

In trying to capitalize on their investments in Silicon Valley, large organizations face several challenges. The entire process of establishing a presence in Silicon Valley, from identifying a business need and screening partners to negotiating contracts and structuring pilots, can take six to eight months, often leading to a loss of momentum and resulting in less-than-favorable outcomes. Common obstacles include:

Complex regulatory requirements

Regulatory hurdles have led to unfavorable outcomes for some multinational companies trying to access the Silicon Valley ecosystem—as well as the US market more broadly—in critical and IP-rich technology sectors. The need to create new and specialized legal, risk, and regulatory capabilities increases complexity and often drives delays in the process of trying to access Silicon Valley players. This issue is particularly acute for non-US-based companies. All foreign investments in the United States are subject to scrutiny by the Committee for Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), a body responsible for reviewing the national security implications of US companies or operations acquired by foreign companies. From 2011 to 2013, 27 investigated transactions resulted in legally binding mitigation measures. These transactions occurred in multiple industries, with those in utilities, telecommunications, aerospace and defense, energy, and technology most frequently requiring mitigation (figure 7).

Operational challenges

Companies must not only learn to effectively collaborate with the larger Valley ecosystem, but also establish ways and means to stay connected with their corporate headquarters. Shortlisting ideas, pumping them up the corporate innovation pipeline, securing funding, and tracking success can prove very difficult in the absence of efficient internal structures to manage open innovation.

Talent acquisition challenges

Given the fiercely competitive market for software talent in Silicon Valley, companies can find talent acquisition and retention in the area extremely challenging. As discussed above in the GE Digital case study, this challenge can be particularly acute for...
companies that have traditionally operated outside the software industry. Without proper branding and appropriate compensation structures, these companies may run the risk of losing out in talent to software giants and fast-growing digital start-ups.

A legacy of closed networks

More often than not, companies that stumble in their conquest of innovation have failed to adopt practices that encourage collaborative ideation and development. Companies often find that they must give up their traditional reliance on proprietary technology standards to successfully tap into the huge Silicon Valley ecosystem. For example, AOL was quick to realize that it must adopt “open standards” to succeed in the Valley.48

A key tenet of open innovation is that it must transcend organizational boundaries. Some leaders have not hesitated to welcome even competitors into their innovation ecosystems. For instance, Makerbot’s CEO has this to say about Autodesk, a competitor in the additive manufacturing space: “Autodesk’s work and thinking is necessary to the overall industry . . . So much of the success of the 3D ecosystem and [the] future of 3D printing can be accelerated by the . . . company’s [initiatives].”49
Steps for effective innovation in Silicon Valley

The mode and depth of engagement with Silicon Valley is unique to a company’s situation and strategic objectives. The innovation journey is not always sequential, and executives may face different decision points depending on the organization’s immediate and long-term goals. That said, below we have identified several general principles that may aid an organization’s integration into the Silicon Valley ecosystem.

**Set innovation strategy and direction**

Innovation means different things to different people and organizations, and there are no standard processes for ideation, incubation, and scaling. Lack of alignment on the goals for innovation can lead to fragmented efforts and a disjointed investment portfolio. Before venturing into the Valley, an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set innovation strategy and direction</th>
<th>Explore the next S-curve</th>
<th>Establish the innovation vehicle</th>
<th>Scout for the right partners</th>
<th>Set the modus operandi</th>
<th>Optimize investments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“My business needs to change, but only a few of us realize it.”</td>
<td>“I'm not sure I've placed my bets appropriately.”</td>
<td>“I'm afraid that regulatory hurdles may cause delays in investments.”</td>
<td>“I want to move forward with the concept through exploring M&amp;A.”</td>
<td>“Our leadership supports innovation, but there is internal resistance.”</td>
<td>“I want to optimize route to market for my new product.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- What does innovation mean for the organization?
- How can leaders ensure that their companies are innovative enough?
- How can an organization build the right innovation pipeline and capitalize on trends disrupting the business?
- What innovation outposts would be most relevant?
- How can firms effectively address regulatory complexity and align investments to the US regulatory environment?
- How can leaders identify the right start-ups for partnerships or acquisitions?
- How can they best navigate the chaotic landscape of similar products and services, often wrapped up in slick marketing or technology lingo?
- How can organizations minimize internal resistance and accelerate time to pilot?
- What are the optimal communication protocols for mutual give-and-take with the “mother ship”?
- How can firms maximize returns across the investment lifecycle—through incubation, launch, and scaling of new products?

Source: Deloitte analysis.

Figure 8. Executives face key issues and questions throughout the innovation journey

15
organization should institute a structured decision-making process to formulate its innovation goals and clearly define what specific role a Silicon Valley outpost would play in fulfilling those goals.

**KEY ACTIONS**

- Establish innovation goals
- Assign ownership of goals
- Create governance structure for prioritizing innovation ideas and funding approvals
- Provide adequate funding and training

**Explore the next S-curve**

Businesses may benefit from taking a “forward view” of their industry that accounts for potential disruptors from within and outside the industry. Effective leaders must have the ability to sense external marketplace movement, identify partnership opportunities, and formulate new ideas. Visiting Silicon Valley has typically been very helpful to corporate leaders, not only by providing insight into how innovative organizations work, but also by instilling an urgency for change at headquarters.

**KEY ACTIONS**

- Conduct a cross-industry assessment of disruptive trends
- Enable executive “immersion” in Silicon Valley

**Establish the innovation vehicle**

Enterprises should carefully assess and justify which particular type of satellite organization would be the most suitable kind of innovation outpost for the parent company. Should it be an R&D center, a corporate accelerator, a joint venture, an acquisition, or some other type of effort? Also, while establishing these vehicles, companies should be equipped to handle operational and regulatory hurdles. Investments by foreign companies, in particular, risk being hindered by lack of familiarity with the local environment. However, several recent examples of successful acquisitions by foreign companies indicate that the CFIUS review process can be effectively navigated through proactive risk management.

**KEY ACTIONS**

- Develop corporate venture strategy
- Adopt proactive mitigation measures early in the CFIUS review process, if applicable

**Scout for the right partners**

Understanding the start-up landscape and finding the right partner can be a daunting task. The ability to accurately assess the business impact of innovation, as well as the ability to appropriately structure partnerships, can help overcome these challenges. Organizations should scout for partners through a disciplined multi-step filtering process to help improve the odds of a profitable match. Examples of decision criteria that can be used to evaluate start-ups include revenue projections, current levels of funding, product vision and roadmap, competitive intensity, alignment with strategic objectives, and expected time to scale.

**KEY ACTIONS**

- Assess potential partners’ fit with the company’s innovation goals
- Conduct M&A due diligence (if the company is considering acquisitions for expanding its innovation portfolio)

**Set the modus operandi**

An enterprise’s efforts to collaborate with start-ups should be led by the chief innovation officer or chief strategy officer. However, it is equally important to demonstrate the collaborative project’s viability to all stakeholders. This can prevent certain groups, especially those that would be affected by the start-up’s product, from raising concerns that may require a second due diligence process. To facilitate the integration of satellite outposts, enterprises should establish communication protocols to encourage
the launch of new products, staff the outpost with individuals that have a strong business background in networking and partnering, and establish the start-up or satellite entity’s value proposition.

**KEY ACTIONS**

- Define the selection process for idea scouting
- Establish communication protocols with the parent corporation
- Define value levers for both parties (start-up and corporation)

**Optimize investments**

Large enterprises should carefully plan the investment portfolio to generate acceptable returns throughout the investment lifecycle—from incubation through new product launch and scaling. It is important to remember that the payoff from innovation investments may often take longer than the typical strategic timeframe of three to five years. Companies should carefully balance the timing of their desired ROI with their risk appetite; executive alignment on the investment’s risk profile is critical. Some investments, such as many acquisitions of early-stage start-ups (like Facebook’s acquisition of Oculus), are high-risk and can require significant product development and commercialization efforts to bear fruit. The nature of the innovation system will be shaped by the company’s level of ambition. A company with lower ambition levels would likely be looking for incremental innovation, while one with a higher ambition level is typically pursuing fundamentally new ideas or business models (figure 9).

**KEY ACTIONS**

- Build business case
- Develop proof of concept and conduct rapid prototyping
- Develop innovation KPIs and key milestones

**Figure 9. The innovation system will look different depending on the enterprise’s level of ambition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lower ambition</th>
<th>Higher ambition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approach</strong></td>
<td>Uses standardized linear pipeline; requires narrowing of ideas and then fast selection</td>
<td>Supported by milestone, case-specific pipeline; begins with divergence and then iterative convergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
<td>Can be managed within existing structures and leadership</td>
<td>Needs to be separate and protected from existing structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td>Can be funded by product/BU P&amp;L</td>
<td>Needs separate protected funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metrics</strong></td>
<td>Measure with traditional balanced scorecard metrics</td>
<td>Measure with non-traditional metrics (e.g., hit rate, number of failed projects that led to insights, number of third-parties engaged)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte analysis.
The ecosystem advantage

Today’s world is characterized by profound disruption. New and old players are innovating to challenge the fundamental dynamics of value creation across multiple industries. Many organizations adopt a reactive approach to each spike in innovation they spot in the market, focusing largely on acquiring current “hot” companies within Silicon Valley. As argued earlier, however, an ecosystem-led approach to innovation may be more effective in driving sustained competitive advantage than transactional approaches. The US technology sector has led the way in creating collaborative capabilities. The open source movement paved the way for the explosion in apps; Apple Inc.’s products and services were conceived as an ecosystem to provide an enhanced customer experience; Facebook’s developer ecosystem has been a critical factor in its success. Moreover, the huge wave of digitization and connectivity has taken the idea of ecosystems beyond the technology industry. Industries that were traditionally vertically integrated (such as the automobile industry) are now exploring new ways to create value by forming rich networks of diverse players of suppliers, customers, competitors, and research organizations.

An important characteristic of these innovation ecosystems is that they often exist on top of powerful business platforms that become increasingly difficult to replace over time. An early example of such a platform is that created by VISA, which successfully established a platform for collaboration and competition in the credit card market. More recently, “sharing economy” platform businesses such as Airbnb and Uber have enabled participants to share underutilized assets, creating huge social and economic value in the process. Today, four of the top five global brands have platform-based business models.

Taking into account their strategic and operational imperatives, enterprises can adopt a carefully structured trajectory to capture a share of the cutting-edge innovation thriving in the Silicon Valley ecosystem. The path to integration with the Silicon Valley ecosystem will be unique for each company, depending on its strategic vision and current situation. Yet some common denominators exist: Clarity of goals, effective governance, mechanisms for collaboration, and a firm understanding of both the risks and the potential rewards of seeking innovation in the Valley. With these attributes, a company’s foray into Silicon Valley may meet with success in achieving its innovation goals.
LOOKING AHEAD: DISRUPTIONS IN MANUFACTURING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

The pace of change varies by industry, with some industries facing disruption ahead of others. Two industries in particular, manufacturing and financial services, appear ripe for disruption in the near term:

Manufacturing

3D printing, advanced materials, sensor technology, robotics, and artificial intelligence, among other technologies, are leading the way in driving changes to the manufacturing industry. The term “Industry 4.0” encapsulates this revolution in manufacturing, which is characterized by decentralized production enabled by a vast network of connected devices that complete the physical-to-digital-to-physical cycle. Global manufacturers, including GE, Bosch, and Siemens, have been early adopters of Industry 4.0. As an example, in GE’s New York Durathon battery factory, the company collects process data around the clock through the 10,000 sensors on the assembly line and every battery. This enables the company to optimize production by using real-time information from the shop floor.

Despite widespread interest in Industry 4.0, many stakeholders are unclear on how it will affect them and the broader manufacturing ecosystem. As companies plan to implement Industry 4.0 techniques, they may face several challenges, including talent shortages, interoperability issues given disparate proprietary applications, and data ownership challenges, coupled with security concerns. That said, effective use of information across the value chain will likely have a positive impact on business growth and business operations, creating new winners by changing the basis of competition, the role of players in the ecosystem, and how businesses create and capture value in the manufacturing sector.

Financial services

A recent World Economic Forum report identified 11 clusters of innovation that are transforming financial services’ value chain across six core functions: deposits and lending, capital raising, investment management, market provisioning, payments, and insurance. The industry is teeming with technological innovators: An estimated 4,000 fintech firms are challenging banks in all of their product lines, offering products including real-time settlements, peer-to-peer lending, banking as a platform (API), and “big data”-based services (such as algorithmic trading or vetting loan quality or insurance claims), among others. Further, 23 percent of the corporate accelerators launched in the last three years are in financial services.

Some large banks, including JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America, and Wells Fargo, are adopting parallel strategies by working with start-ups—either directly or through accelerators—while also continuing to pursue innovation internally. Capital will likely to start to gravitate toward the players now operating at scale as today’s largely fragmented fintech landscape begins to consolidate.

The implications of emerging business models are driving significant uncertainty in the financial services industry. Indeed, disruption driven by today’s new entrants may have a significant impact on the industry’s long-term structure, creating new winners that employ business models that are platform-driven, data-heavy, and capital-light. While incumbents may struggle to keep pace, the new entrants need to gain scale and deal with regulatory issues. All of the players—the disruptors, the incumbents, and the regulators—will likely need to collaborate to redefine the industry’s risk profile.
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